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“Now and then an innocent man
is sent to the legislature.”
-Kin Hubbard

Do you like
Americans?

By Jodhbir Singh ~ Daily Bull

Indians are very shy at showing their feelings. We don’t
say easily if we like something or not. However,
Americans are blunt about
their feelings. ‘I don’t like it.’
I have heard this sentence
numerous times, mainly from
a blonde’s side. “What the
fuuk you like on this earth, my
dihk” I heard once my American friend angrily replying to
his blonde girlfriend.
Stuff has to be very good
before an Indian likes it.
Americans, on the other
hand, easily admit it if they
like it. “I like your boobs,” a
comment John gave to that
blonde. She had a nice smile
which gave me a big relief
that she took it as a complement. I can’t imagine how an
Indian girl would react to it.
A slap on the face won’t be
enough - probably I would
dead. Why? Dude come on,
we don’t say things like this
in India. Well, not because
we don’t like boobs. It just
...see Like um, like... on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like week late tributes!

The Hazardous Chemtini
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Early labs strike fear in the heart of all
students; they always drag on and are It turns out there are a few ways of entoo complicated for sleepy brain cells joying a Chemtini; drinking, absorption,
to comprehend.
or direct injection.
When left withThe first is the
out supervision,
most enjoyable,
thoughts will wanas a Chemtini
der during a long,
was developed
tedious lab. This
to have a pleasant
was the situation
taste and as little
when the Chemtini
nasty after taste
came to be.
as possible. It is
best prepared
This par ticular
in large vats, and
creation can be
then served out
credited to physiin separate 250ml
cal chemistry lab
Erlenmeyer flasks.
and determining
Adding a colorful
molar volume of
umbrella is opeveryone’s favortional.
ite chemical: ethanol. It turns out the
Personally, after
amount of ethanol Mmm...A delicious martini. OF CHEMI- drinking a few too
being used was CALS. Nothing says good morning like many Chemtini’s,
ETHANOL.
200 proof. It was
the most out of
determined that 2 shots of this amount the ordinary activities took place. I
of ethanol is equivalent to about 4 shots started to stalk random male students
of whisky (or whiskey). After running in the ChemSci, and managed to cormultiple boring trials on who-knows- ner one and was overheard saying
what, the Chemtini was born. It is a mix- “I’ve had one too many Chemtini’s. I
ture of ethanol, water, and a few other need to make bad decisions!” Highly
key ingredients that will not be revealed.
...see C2H5OH on back

Pokemon Creator Died ;_;
Game over America

Monday MAD LIBS

MONDAY MAD LIBS are a fun way to create your own story
without having to worry about word limits, censorship, or MLA citations. Think yours is the funniest? Send it our way at
BULL@MTU.EDU. If it’s good enough, we might even print it.
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
Plural Noun: _____________________
Noun: __________________________
Country: ________________________
Country2: _______________________
Noun2: _________________________
Organization: ___________________
Something Bad: __________________
Day of the Week: _________________
Feeling: ________________________
Adjective: _______________________

... Like um, like... from front

doesn’t work in India.

SUGAR HIGH

If you are an Indian, then count the
number of times an American uses
the word ‘Like’ in the next 10 minutes
of his/her conversation. If you are an
American, get your fucking TI-89 calculator to add your likes. The highest
I have counted is roughly 38 times in
10 minutes in a group of three Americans and me.

... C2H5OH from front

“I don’t know if I like you, but you are
like the other guy who, like other guys,
stares at me like I am some kind of likable lollypop. I just feel like I should
not like you. Now how do I make
you stop liking me?” “know1” said.
This is just an exaggerated example
by “some1” who overheard”know1,”
both Americans.
the world of internet. It was on Facebook and now I find it on YouTube
The very nature of Americans to ex- and pretty much on every websitepress their feelings, and excessive Like this item. Initially, I was hesitant
use of the words like ‘Like’ to express (because we don’t do it in India) but
their likes, have given a new feature to finally clicked the ‘Like’ on her picture
on Facebook just to complete 100
likes, and yes, to also show my feelings.
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Brought to you by Jon “Big-O” Mahan

Earlier this very day, several ____________(pl N) clashed in front of a train carrying a ___________(n)
from _________(country) to _________(country2). The _________ (pl N) were angry about the use of
__________(n2) in their home country. They say they were from an organization called _________ (organization) and that they sought to rid the world of __________(something bad). The issue has been hotly debated for some time, and came to a head this past _________(day of week). Unfortunately, the _________
(pl n) were too busy protesting, and didn’t see the train. The operator was _________ (feeling) and was
unable to stop the train in time. All of the ________ (pl N) died in the accident. It was ________(adj).

inappropriate and
disturbing events
took place then, so
I’ve been told. I neither remember, nor
care to recall what
happened due to
Chemtini overdosing.

Direct injection is the
least awesome way to
enjoy a Chemtini; it enters the blood stream
immediately and then
results in getting extremely drunk in a matter of minutes. This is not
an encouraged method
since it becomes hard
to control the amount of
Chemtini that enters your
system. Group member
Pete was unfortunately
hospitalized after volunteering to test this
method. Needless to
say, someone somewhere

Absorption was experimented with by
one of the group
members, Caleb.
He enjoys the cool
sensation of ethanol
drying on the skin,
Absorbing the Chemtini via osmosis, as shown her, in Figure B.
and wondered what
would happen if one was to soak in a full tub of this has got to take the blame.
If you like this article, then ‘Like’ Daily
wonderful Chemtini. Unfortunately, it turns out that
Bull on Facebook and tell them that
one would die from long, full body exposure to such That person would have to be Martha. Martha is not acyou liked my article.
a potent potion. After perform- tually a girl; he is a member who does the cleaning and
ing some independent research, admits to dressing too fashionably for a straight man. He
Caleb discovered that soaking a is otherwise known as Bobby. Bobby is the one to thank
hand in a bowlful of Chemtini for a for this amazing, dangerous concoction. His time spent in
few minutes is enough to keep you his fraternity has taught him to seek out new and exciting
inebriated for an entire evening (6- ways to get shitfaced, and faster. It was in this dreadfully
The way of the
12 hours varying by body weight). boring 8am lab that he gave birth to the Chemtini.
Egg-Head is a hard.
A single hand for upwards of 20
minutes covers a weekend of Senior So next time you go out and feel like trying something
Barrels, and two hands for 10-20 new, go for the Chemtini, and make sure to thank Caleb,
minutes will keep your speech Pete, Bobby and myself for the most amazing night you’ll
slurred and actions out of control never remember. But Facebook and possibly the whole
for Winter Carnival.
internet will.

PSSSST. Bull@MTU.edu. Email list. Easy. DO IT. Or find our racks! More Bull!

